
Short description of measurements 

The measurements can be divided in raw material-, semiholistic and holistic 

measurements. Apart from that for all layers fiber and NW technology analysis are 

accomplished. In terms of raw material time measurements there exists 

- strikethrough, which detects the differences in the through plane transmissibility of  

  materials, as topsheet; AQS or CC materials. For this method three  

  times 5 mls of 0.9% saline solution are applied on the thin layer and the time is  

  measured, by conductivity electrodes, until the liquid travels through the layer and  

  being absorbed by the five standardized filter papers underneath.  

- In plane radial permeability in contradiction is used for horizontal, radial  

  distribution of fluid within a saturated porous medium, this method is only used for   

  thick layers. The results deriving from this measurement are the permeability and the  

  flowrate. The last one can be calculated by knowing the dimensions of the sample,   

  the permeability and the viscosity of the liquid. 

- Free Swell Rate (FSR)
1
  is a method only valid for AGM. In this method the time is  

   measured for a known amount of AGM particles to absorb a specific amount of  

   liquid, without stirring or confining pressure.  

 

The capacity measurements of raw materials are only relevant for thick layers as 

AQS and the AGM itself. 

-  Capsorption test method measures the capillary sorption (absorption and    

  desorption) isotherms of absorbent materials as well as the maximum capacity of  

  the material.  

-  AGM Apsortion against pressure (AAP) and centrifuge retention capacity  

   (CRC) measure the maximum swelling capacity of a given amount of AGM under   

   pressure (AAP) and without pressure, using 0.9% saline solution. 

 

Additional raw material tests are AGM particle size distribution (PartAn)
2
, the 

principle behind this measurement method is to measure particle size and shape via an 

optical system. AGM SFC
3
 is a method that measures Saline Flow Conductivity  of 

a gel layer formed by under pressure swollen AGM. 
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In terms of semiholistic Measurements there exists two types. One is again the  

- In-Plane-Radial-Permeability, which is the same method as used for the time 

measurements of the AQS, but instead of the AQS a sandwich containing CC, Pulp & 

AGM as well as DL, BS was used. Due to different core profiling the diaper was 

before cut in 3 pieces and of each of these pieces the measurement is accomplished. 

- Core Capacity Measurements; a core sandwich containing of CC; Core & AGM, 

DL, BS is used for this test. The sandwich absorbs within one hour as much 

0.9%saline solution as it can under 0.3psi pressure and the weight difference between 

dry and wet sample is the liquid capacity of the sample. 

  

As holistic measurements, which are measurements accomplished on the whole 

diaper core is for time: 

- Speed of Acquisition with Balloon Applied Pressure (SABAP). This 

method measures the rate how fast a specific amount of liquid (0.9% Saline 

solution) is absorbed by the diaper under 0.3psi pressure.  

Three different methods exists to measure the capacity of the product. 

- Absorption before leakage (ABL+); this method is closest to reality, due to 

the fact that the whole diaper is put on a Mannequin torso, which is in a lying 

position and then defined voids are given in alternating belly, back position of 

the Mannequin. The test is stopped when the diaper leaks. 

- Capacity 0.3psi; this test is accomplished in the SABAP equipment and the diaper 

core is loaded with the same gush amount as for the SABAP test each 5 minutes. The 

test is over when the diaper is not able to absorb the gush volume within five minutes. 

- Dunktest; identifies the absolute maximum capacity of a diaper without applying 

pressure, Therefore the diaper is 20 minutes dunked in a basin filled with 0.9% saline 

solution and afterwards hung horizontally for 10 minutes, before weighing. 

This test is accomplished to identify the maximum amount of liquid that can be in a 

diaper without applying pressure.  

 

Additional tests that are necessarx to estimate the costs of the diaper or help to 

identify the performance are: 

 

 

 



 

- AGM titration
4
; the AGM amount of a diaper is determined by the reaction of the 

AGM with a known amount of standard hydrochloric acid (HCl). To quantify the 

excess amount of acid it is back-titrated with standard sodium hydroxide. 
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- Barrier Leg Cuffs Run Off test (BLC run off test); is an additional method to 

detect if leakage occurrence is based on wrong chassis design. It identifies if the 

liquid flows over, underneath or through the BLCs.  

- Topsheet Run Off Test; is used in addition to Strikethrough if liquid on the TS is 

immediately absorbed or runs over the TS cen therefore increase the probability of 

leakage. 

- Bromocresol green is a pH indicator (below the pH 3.8 it is yellow; above pH 5.4 it 

is blue) are used to identify profiled cores and as quality check of the blended mixture 

of the core. The synthetic fibres stay white, while the AGM is stained blue. This helps 

to indentify clearly the profiling of the core. 
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